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B4_E5_85_AC_c88_601977.htm 第一课时 When you do listening

exercise, You didn’t hear anything, you didn’t understand

anything, but you can get the true answer. If you didn’t understand

the question,what would you do? Did you hear about this test? one

student and one examiner But pets two students and two examiners

That will cause two problems. 1 That student is really good. 2 Your

partner will say nothing. Sometimes you didn’t understand the

examiner’s questions 1 They laugh. 2 They let the examiner repeat

the question. 3 They never look at you and never move. You have to

be ready to talk with anyone. Speaking test means you have to make

sure you are speaking. I’m thinking that is much more fair. All of

my friends want to be Student B. They will be nervous.

2002,May,Nine, A professor cried when I came into the room.

contents of pets3 speaking Part A Are you a student? Could you

please talk about your family? Do you like swimming? Where do you

come from? Where do you study? Part B discussion between two

students Part C It’s about four too five minutes. no time to prepare

describe the picture discuss your opinion How do we assess your

English level speaking? 1 fluency of your English,intonation of your

English,smoothness of your English1 fluency of your English Fluent

English doesn’t mean you have to speak so fast. I enjoy watching

TV with my family. How did you learn your English? Don’t speak

so fast. I have a lot of homework to do everyday. Where do you



come from? I come from Beijing. Beijing is the capital of China. It’s

political,economy and control center,I love Beijing very much.

Please talk about your family,tell us about your family. There are

three people in my family,my father,my mother and I. 2 intonation

of your English I feel like a fool. word linking and structures

intonation Accent is not a problem. I have a big house. I have no

idea. You have to watch your intonation all the time. 3 smoothness

of your English well actually Let me see. That is a very interesting

question. Some people speak so slow. Repeating Pronunciation is the
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